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Soulstone: Awakening - J.A. Cipriano 2018-07-05
Aaron Hope plays video games, like a lot, just
not professionally. When he entered the EpiX!
Games! PVP World Championship on a lark, this
college senior never expected to make it to the
final round, nor to get drugged and shoved into
the alpha test for World of Ruul. The premise for
this virtual reality MMO is simple. Find all eight
treasures scattered throughout the world before
the maelstrom’s forces devour everything in
sight. The only catch? You can’t log off, and if
you die… well, let’s just say what happens in the
game doesn’t stay in the game.
The Pen is Mightier - J.A. Cipriano 2018-07-04
When an angry midget at a traveling carnival
promises Roger something that could change his
life, he never thought it would come in the form
of a magic pen. Now, anything the introverted
college student writes becomes true, and with its
power, he’ll finally be able to take revenge on
the bullies who have tormented him over the
years. There’s just one problem. A group of
assassins will do anything to get the pen, he
accidentally made a entire squad of dancers into
slaves, and his best friend somehow got an allpowerful mech. Maybe that’s three problems,
but either way, Roger might just find out that
the pen is mightier. PLEASE NOTE: THIS IS A
GRAPHIC STORY FEATURING HOT SEX, A
DUDE WHO HAS A MAGIC PEN, AWESOME
WEAPONS, VIOLENCE, NON-VIOLENCE,
MORE SEX, A HAREM, CHEERLEADERS,
STRIPPERS, NINJAS, ASSASSINS, MURDER,
MORE SEX, GAMBLING, HELICOPTER
EXPLOSIONS, A BITCHY BOSS, MECHS, A
BULLY WHO GETS WHAT IS COMING TO HIM,
AND AN MC WHO STRUGGLES WITH TRYING
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TO BE A GOOD PERSON WHILE HAVING
ULTIMATE POWER. DO THE MATH, PLEASE.
Star Conqueror - J.A. Cipriano 2018-07-05
What would you do if an evil empress was
enslaving the galaxy? Well, kick her ass, free the
slaves, and roar defiantly. Well, you would if you
were a dragon. When David Briggs beats the
final level of Star Conqueror, that's exactly what
happens to him. Gaining the power to become a
fire-breathing dragon and recruited by alien
freedom fighters, he has one chance to save the
galaxy. There's just one problem. To stop her, he
will have to break the mind control of a million
super-hot female warriors, storm a hundred
planets, and fight through armies of mechs.
Then again, you know what they say, if you want
to save the world, you better bring a dragon.
Please Note: This novel contains a harem. You
have been warned.
Beginner's Luck - J.A. Cipriano 2018-07-06
The only place more thrilling than Las Vegas is
the secret city of magic underneath it, and Seth
Wyatt has all the skills to make his mark there.
Namely, a perfect poker face, fast hands, a way
with the ladies, and a magic white tiger. And this
year, he's eligible to enter the exclusive Four
Skulls poker tournament where the winner gets
a prize of unimaginable power. There's just a
couple of problems. Namely the soul-stealing
dark elf that Seth won a powerful magic artifact
from and last year's tournament winner who
doesn't want Seth to make it to the tournament
alive ... But to Seth, it all just means he's going
to be able to test his luck and magic against a
decent challenge.
The Builder's Throne - J.A. Cipriano 2018-07-06
Enter the Darkness. Kill Everyone. Save the
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World. When Arthur Curie learns of a chink in
the Darkness's armor, he knows it's his chance
to turn the tide in a millennia old conflict.
There's just one problem. To take that chance,
he'll have to risk his entire army, side with a
former enemy, and defeat forces of Darkness far
greater than he's ever faced before. But you
know what they say, no guts, no glory, right?
United We Stand - J.A. Cipriano 2018-07-05
When Mickey beat the world's greatest
supervillain and saved the city, he expected a lot
of things. Fame, fortune, girls ... but he never
expected to find himself targeted by a vicious
mad scientist desperate to take over the world.
Now, he, along with his new friends, will have to
pull together if they want to fight off the clone
army besieging his city. There's just one
problem. To win the day, Mickey will have to use
powers he didn't even know he had, infiltrate an
underground base filled with bloodthirsty
mutants, and defeat an indestructible enemy. It
might be tough, but if there's one thing Mickey
knows how to do, it's kick ass and get the girl.
And he's already got the girls ... Please Note:
This book contains a harem.
Kill It With Magic - J. A. Cipriano 2014-09-16
Sixteen-year-old Lillim Callina is good at two
things: running away and magic. Now, Lillim’s
half-demon ex-boyfriend is contacting her for
help, she has somehow gotten herself mixed up
in a kidnapping, and her long-dead rival has
risen from the grave. So when a dragon plotting
to take over the world offers her a choice- work
for him or else- Lillim Callina is going to choose
else.
The Hatter is Mad - J. A. Cipriano 2015-01-13
An immortal swordsman. A shattered god. A
dying hero. Why did a billion year old god have
to go and kidnap Lillim Callina's best friend right
when she was just starting to get her life back
together after Caleb "I'm-a-huge-jerk" Oznek left
her without so much as a pity glance? He must
have known she needed to vent her frustrations
on someone's face. Armed with her trusty
swords, Isis and Set, Lillim is going to track him
down, even if she has to fight her way through
an entire orcish horde, relive the worst moment
of her life, and talk to her mother. The only
problem is, to stop him, she may have to forgive
Caleb too.
The Builder's Pride - J.A. Cipriano 2018-07-05
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When Arthur defeated Mammon, he never
expected Lucifer to awaken, and what’s more,
she’s made Arthur an offer he can’t refuse. Join
her in the fight against the Darkness or face the
consequences. On one hand, it’s a good deal. On
the other, well, it’s Lucifer. Worse, she’s not the
only one who woke up. Wrath has broken free.
Envy is insane. And Lust? Well, Lust is just
looking for a big strong man to… well, you know.
To Death. Still, if there’s one thing Arthur’s
gotten good at, it’s dealing with cranky
Archangels. There’s just one problem. Heaven’s
about to fall, and when it does, the Darkness’s
champion will march on Hell. Guess Arthur
better fix his sword. Fast.
Mind Games - J.A. Cipriano 2019-10-17
Sometimes the voices in your head are real.
Lillim Callina is crazy, at least, that's what the
doctors tell her. Still, despite their insistence
that everything is normal, that monsters don't
really hide under the bed and werewolves don't
really howl at the moon, Lillim can't shake the
feeling they're just plain wrong. So what's a girl
just released from a mental hospital to do?
Pretend. And that's what Lillim does. Pretend
everything is normal. Pretend her school is real.
Pretend the cute boy is really walking with her
down the hall. Pretend her mother isn't really
dead. Because if she doesn't, they'll toss her
back in crazy jail and throw away the key. If that
happens, there will be no way for her to escape,
assuming, of course, that she isn't actually crazy.
Marked - J.A. Cipriano 2018-07-06
Pierce Ambrose. That was the name of the man
I'd been sent to kill. The man I'd failed to kill. I
have one day left to make good on my contract
before the thugs holding my sister and her son
start sending me pieces of them. Pierce
Ambrose. A man with a secret I didn't uncover
until it was too late to turn back, too late to give
up on trying to kill him. Now, if I want to see my
sister and nephew again, I have to try one last
time. My name is Mac Brennan, and this time,
I'm playing for keeps.
Fairy Tale - J. A. Cipriano 2015-02-23
Runaway. Rebel. Demon Hunter. Lillim Callina
had just returned home when the nether realms
erupted into civil war, spilling supernatural
warfare into the streets around her. With
renegade gods whispering half-truths at every
corner and devastation chasing after her, Lillim
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must find a way to finally end a conflict older
than time itself. There's just one tiny problem.
Fairies know magic, and they aren't afraid to use
it.
The Magic Within - J.A. Cipriano
Some people don’t believe in government
conspiracies or magic. They’re wrong. When
Abby Banks escaped from the clutches of her
terrorist mother, she thought she was home
free… and she would have been if the
government agency tasked with keeping the
supernatural world at bay hadn’t decided she
was worth more dead than alive. Now the only
thing standing between Abby and freedom is the
agency that kidnapped her as a young girl. No
big deal, right?
Super Human - J.A. Cipriano 2018-07-05
Beat the Bad Guys. Take their powers. Save the
world. When Mickey stepped into that bar, he
never expected to find out he was the most
powerful superhero the world had ever seen. But
when footage of him beating up the strongest
hero, and biggest bully, in the tristate area goes
viral, suddenly the world can't get enough of
him. Now villains are challenging him, the hero
society is ringing his line off the hook, and the
endorsements? Well, they're second only in size
to his burgeoning fan club. And since none of
their super powers work on him, he's never been
closer to the top than ever before. There's just
one problem. The world's greatest villain has
returned from the dead, and he's set his sights
on making Mickey his first victim. Please Note:
This novel contains a harem. You have been
warned.
Soulstone: Oblivion - J.A. Cipriano 2018-07-05
Save the girl. Beat the dungeon. Get epic loot.
After a few minor setbacks, Aaron and Crash
find themselves all alone in the World of Ruul
with only one chance at survival, finding the
legendary soulstones before the maelstrom’s
forces eat them and their friends. Worse, the
only way to get strong enough to save their
friends is to enter a dungeon no one’s ever
beaten before, defeat the four elemental bosses
who reside inside, and shatter the massive
statue trapping them inside. Sure, it might be
impossible, but if it were easy, everyone would
have done it, right?
Magic for Hire - J.A. Cipriano
Coming to grips with the fact you’ve inherited
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magical powers isn’t easy, but for Abby Banks,
it’s become a death sentence. Or at least it had
been until she made a deal with the agency that
had been hunting her. Work for them, and her
father gets to live. Sounds easy, right? Well, it
was until a couple masked maniacs cripple the
agency and kidnap the director. Now, if she
can’t rescue him from Flash and Bang, the life
support systems keeping her father alive will
shut off for good. Which, okay, yeah, her father’s
a super villain and maybe the world would be
better off without him, but he’s still family, and
when it comes to family, you have to save them,
even if it means wading through a supernatural
army, right?
The Bull Demon King - J.A. Cipriano 2019-10-17
Please note. This is a short story that was once
part of the Full Metal Magic Anthology. Mac
Brennan just wanted to take his girlfriend to the
fair, but the Bull Demon King had other plans...
Hellbound - J.A. Cipriano 2018-07-06
My name is Mac Brennan and if you haven’t
guessed, I got myself trapped in Hell because I
couldn’t bring myself to kill my Ex. It was a split
second decision that left me trapped in
Mammon’s domain with no way out. Now, if I
want to get out of Hell alive, I’ll have to rely on
the girl who shot me and left me for dead. Twice.
Not the best odds, sure, but I’ve had it worse.
Unfortunately, the Prince of Greed still wants
her dead, and let’s just say that isn’t an ironic
title because of his selfless nature. No, what
Mammon wants, Mammon gets. Usually. My
name is Mac Brennan, and it’s time to give ‘em
Hell.
Burned - J.A. Cipriano 2018-07-06
My name is Mac Brennan, and I'm getting pretty
sick of demons. For one, they're jerks. For two,
they're ugly. For three, see points one and two. I
should have known making a deal with a devil
would end with me getting double-crossed, but
what can I say, I'm an idiot who wanted his
family back. That demon may have put an army
between me and my family, but if I've learned
anything these last few days, it's that you can
kill anything if you shoot it enough times. And
I've got a whole lot of bullets.
Star Conqueror: Recompense - J.A. Cipriano
2018-07-05
When David Briggs became a dragon, he never
realized that he'd have the power to break the
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cruel chains binding the universe's most
powerful, and beautiful, warriors to their vicious
high priestess. Now, having freed the Left Hand
of the High Priestess, he'll set his eyes on a prize
so great it could turn the tide of war, and what's
more, it's guarded by a woman so fierce, freeing
her may be an even greater prize. For most
anyone else, that would be impossible, but when
you're a dragon, it just means more payback is
coming. Please Note: This book contains a
harem.
Prince of Blood and Thunder - J.A. Cipriano
Hey, it’s your friendly neighborhood gamer girl,
Annie. So yeah, I almost kinda sorta stopped my
bro from killing all of the werewolf nobles with
his crazy blood ritual. Unfortunately for
everyone, he missed one, and now wannabe
werewolf king Alabaster is trying to avenge his
people by going on the kind of killing spree
you'd see in an eighties B-grade horror flick. The
only way to stop him is to seat Justin Bailey on
the throne. There’s just one tiny problem. While
he’s a swell guy, I have more power in my pinkie
than he does in his whole body. Still, I think I
can pull it off, but only if I’m willing to throw
Justin to the wolves.
Wardbreaker - J.A. Cipriano 2019-10-17
A city full of vampires. A dark ritual. A runaway
determined to stay hidden. Lillim Callina was
still trying to figure out how to live like a normal
girl when the vampires attacked. Now, this
former demon hunter must decide if staying
hidden is more important than saving her new
home from the largest vampire infestation she
has ever seen. The only problem is, if she stops
the vampires, the people hunting her just may
find her, and they aren't too fond of deserters.
Wardbreaker is the first prequel in The Lillim
Callina Chronicles, an urban fantasy series and
takes place approximately one year before the
first book, Kill it with Magic.
The Hammer - J.A. Cipriano 2018-07-05
Armed with his trusty hammer, the King’s
Champion Gharrik Anzar is known for two
things: Slaying his enemies and conquering
women. But when a portal to another world
opens in the middle of his homeland and
monsters begin to pour through, he’ll have a
new mission. Step through the portal, kill
everything that stands in his way, and stop
whoever is sending the monsters through.
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There’s just one problem. He can’t bring
anything through the portal, and the technology
on the other side is… well… lacking. In order to
win, he’ll have to build an army out those he
finds on the other side, outfit them with weapons
and armor they’ve never seen before, and then
march them through a battalion of undead, orcs,
and ogres. It sounds impossible, but if it didn’t,
they wouldn’t send the hammer. Please Note:
This Novel contains a Harem.
Fatal Ties - J.A. Cipriano 2019-10-17
Lillim Callina is good at fighting monsters, but
when she finds out Nidhogg, the ancient dragon
confined beneath the world tree, is breaking
free, well, let’s just say if she can’t stop him,
Ragnarok is a thing. Fortunately, she’ll have
help. Connor, a demi-god possessed by an
Ancient Evil destined to destroy the world, has
agreed to help her stave off the apocalypse,
which sounds all well and good if you can ignore
the whole “demi-god possessed by an Ancient
Evil” thing. So yeah, probably not the world’s
most trustworthy ally, but any port in a storm,
right?
Claimed - J.A. Cipriano 2018-07-06
My name is Mac Brennan, and before I woke up
with a black as pitch arm covered in demonic
tattoos I didn’t remember getting, I fell in love
with a girl who was brutally gunned down by a
warlord and left to die a desert. Or so I thought.
Turns out, she made a deal with a demon to save
her life. Guess we weren’t so different after all.
Her deal is simple. If she wants to live, she must
destroy everything I hold dear. Well, if it’s
destruction she wants, it’s destruction she’ll get.
Seized - J.A. Cipriano 2018-07-06
My name is Mac Brennan, and in order to save
my family, I made a deal with a devil. Now, that
demon has come to collect his due. If I want to
get back to my family, I'll have to pull off one
last job. It sounds simple enough. Save a
kidnapped girl from the demon who runs New
York City. I'll be honest, I sort of agreed at
rescue a kidnapped kid because I'll be damned if
I let some poor girl get taken from her family
when I have the power to save her. My name is
Mac Brennan, and apparently, I'm a sucker who
risks his life to save children.
Maverick - J.A. Cipriano
Mallory Quinn is just your everyday witch.
Badass, honorable, and able to go toe to toe with
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the best whiskey drinker this side of Tennessee,
but when NASA comes to recruit her for a daring
space rescue, she'll find herself among a motley
crew of the supernatural world. Their goal is
simple, keep the evil lord Zug of space planet
Maverick from acquiring the Gideon cube and
using its immense power to rain down
destruction on earth. Sounds easy right? Well, it
would be if not for the niggling thirty-six hour
timeline that started yesterday...
The Builder's Sword - J.A. Cipriano 2018-07-05
Arthur never expected to wind up in Hell. At
least, not because he found an ancient sword in
a pawnshop. To make matters worse, Hell isn't
as he thought. It's a desolate wasteland under
siege by an all-consuming void known as the
Darkness. Now, he's trapped with no way home,
a ragtag army of women, and a sword whose
only power is to modify the abilities of those
around him. Not exactly winning odds. Worse, if
the Darkness isn't stopped, not only will it
devour Hell, but Earth will be next on the menu.
Throne to the Wolves - J.A. Cipriano
Hey, I'm Annie. Mage. Nerd. Gamer
Extraordinaire. And yes, I wrote that on my
nametag. I was having a great day right up until
Justin Bailey, werewolf prince and Grade A PainIn-My-Ass came barreling into the shop I work
at. Then he threw around words like "blood
feud," "sorceress," and "murderer," so I couldn't
just kick him out, especially since they all
seemed connected to me. Now the only thing I
can do to clear my name is use my magic to help
him find the culprit before the council of wolves
takes matters into their own hands. If they do,
they won't just kill me, they'll put the kibosh on
anyone who's ever talked to me. I guess Uncle
Ben was right about that whole responsibility
thing.
Cursed - J.A. Cipriano 2018-07-06
My name is Mac Brennan and that's the only
thing I can remember about myself. Not why I
woke up in a dumpster. Not why my right arm is
as black as pitch and covered in glowing red
tattoos, and certainly not why a vicious death
cult is after me. Actually, that last part isn't true.
I know why the death cult is after me. It's
because I saved that damned girl from them. I
didn't know who she was at the time, but I'd
have done it anyway. I just don't like it when
girls get beat up, call me old fashioned. Still, I
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can tell she's hiding something behind those
devilish eyes, and if I want to find out what it is,
I'll have to help her. My name is Mac Brennan. I
have no memory, and I'm a werewolf-hunting,
hellfire-flinging version of Faust himself.
Company Ink - J.A. Cipriano 2018-04-07
It should have been the high life for Roger.
Magic pen that makes nearly anything he writes
come true, a small army of hot, capable women,
and his best friend by his side in Las Vegas.
What more could a guy ask for? Unfortunately,
Roger has a problem. A pen user with a power
unlike anything he’s seen before has set his
sights on Las Vegas. The thing is, Roger kind of
likes Las Vegas how it is, after all, most of his
stuff is there. And what’s more, no one threatens
his women or his city. Now, he’ll do anything to
protect his people and his city, even if it means
taking a trip to Monaco to infiltrate a high stakes
poker game, hobnobbing with eccentric
billionaires, and befriending the former Miss
Tennessee. Though not necessarily in that order.
Hey, it might not be easy, but someone’s got to
do it, right? PLEASE NOTE: THIS IS A GRAPHIC
STORY FEATURING HOT SEX, A DUDE WHO
HAS A MAGIC PEN, AWESOME WEAPONS,
VIOLENCE, NON-VIOLENCE, MORE SEX, A
HAREM, CHEERLEADERS, STRIPPERS,
NINJAS, ASSASSINS, MURDER, MORE SEX,
HIGH-STAKES POKER, FASHION MODELS,
MECHANICAL POWER SUITS, AND AN MC
WHO STRUGGLES WITH TRYING TO BE A
GOOD PERSON WHILE HAVING ULTIMATE
POWER. DO THE MATH, PLEASE.
The Builder's Wrath - J.A. Cipriano 2018-07-05
After Dred laid waste to Heaven, defeated
Lucifer, and kidnapped Gabriella, Arthur will do
anything to stop him, even if it means teaming
up with Hell's greatest enemy. Armed with a
sword more powerful than ever, Arthur has one
chance to rebuild Heaven, forge an alliance
between the angels and demons, and find the
Holy Grail. If he succeeds, he may just have the
power he needs to defeat Dred and rescue
Gabriella, but if he fails, well, at least the
convenience store is still hiring.
Planet Breaker - J.A. Cipriano
When maverick witch Mallory Quinn joined up
with the crew of Starship Endeavor last year,
they managed to save Earth, and the Galaxy,
from evil Lord Zug. Since then, the Galaxy has
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enjoyed six months of relative peace. That is
over. Admiral Vah, the last surviving member of
the space mage's academy has resurfaced and is
coming to Earth seeking vengeance for a
decades old score. And, if the army he's bringing
along with him wasn't bad enough, Admiral Vah
has enough magic to destroy a planet. By
himself.
Pursuit - J. A. Cipriano 2015-03-23
Lillim Callina was a young girl when Masataka
stabbed her through the chest with a trident just
before armed guards pulled him away. Since
then Masataka has been patient. He has bided
his time. And he has come to power. Now he has
seized control of an army who will do anything
he wants, and the only thing he wants is to kill
Lillim Callina. This time, there will be no one to
hear her scream.
King of the Gods - J.A. Cipriano 2018-07-06
Never explore an ancient Egyptian tomb. That
was the first rule of adventuring. It was right
before never, ever pick up the ancient artifact
inside and quickly followed by don’t get sent
back in time. Luke Peters did all of those things.
Now, this college student turned magic-flinging
werewolf has a choice. Will he use his newfound
powers to stop a gang of escaped mummies,
rescue a priestess and the goddess she serves,
and defeat an ancient evil from taking over
Egypt? Or will he leave the world to its fate?
Yeah, he didn’t think it was much of a choice
either.
May Contain Magic - J.A. Cipriano
Abby Banks is your typical college student,
except that her entire life has been one big lie.
Kidnapped as a young girl and fostered by a
government agency as collateral, Abby never
knew she was important… until her birth mom’s
terrorist organization unleashes a devastating
attack on the facility. With magic. Now Abby’s
world is in a tailspin. Her birth mom wants to
harvest her organs, her only protector is a
vampire, and she can do magic. Well, sort of.
She’s supposed to be able to do magic. And if
she can’t figure it out in time to stop her mom,
not only will she get her organs stolen, her mom
will blow up two major cities to fuel her
doomsday ritual.
Hardboiled - J.A. Cipriano 2015-05-24
When Lillim Callina takes a case from a local
police detective, she finds herself trapped in the
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Greek Underworld alongside Thes, the captain of
her high school football team. To get back home,
she'll have to fight her way through Tartarus,
cross a river of fire, ascend the stairs into
Hades, and battle Spartacus himself. It's a good
thing Thes is a werewolf because, otherwise,
she'd be screwed.
To Vegas With Love - J.A. Cipriano
Roger had everything. With his magic pen that
makes anything he writes to become reality,
fantastic wealth, and a tight-knit group of
gorgeous, incredible women, there wasn't much
more he could ask for ... until he decides to turn
that amazing pen towards helping the people of
Las Vegas with a charity hospital. Unfortunately,
Roger quickly finds out that there may be one
thing stronger than his pen: red tape.
Threatened by Roger's efforts, a greedy
billionaire with fingers in every pie and half the
government in his pocket will do anything to
keep the fat cats on top and the downtrodden,
well, trodden down. From assassins, mudslinging, and even the dreaded health inspector,
no tactic is too slimy. With the gauntlet thrown,
Roger will pull out all the stops to bring the
power back to the people, even if he has to take
down the entire U.S. government to do it!
The Builder's Greed - J.A. Cipriano 2018-07-05
For the first time in millenia, the all-consuming
Darkness has been pushed back. Thanks to
Arthur and his ragtag army of women, there’s
finally a light at the end of the tunnel. Or there
would have been if Mammon, Princess of Greed
hadn’t awakened. Powerful enough to level a
town with the blink of an eye and ally to no one,
Mammon has one goal and one goal only. To
own everything in Hell, starting with Arthur and
his friends. And if he can’t stop her from taking
over while fending off attacks from Hell’s ruling
class, well, let’s just say that his chance to stop
the Darkness will slip from slim to none.
Soulstone: The Skeleton King - J.A. Cipriano
2018-07-05
When Aaron and his friends got sucked into the
virtual reality game World of Ruul, they quickly
realized the only way out would be to acquire all
eight soulstones and beat the game.
Unfortunately, they’ve somehow managed to
incur the wrath of the Skeleton King, an ancient
warrior whose vengeance can only be quenched
by blood and death. Now, if they want to survive
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have to find a way to stop him.

long enough to find those soulstones, they’ll
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